The Republic of Cuba is formed by around 4 195 cays and islets and occupies an area of 110,922 km\(^2\) and 1 200 km of extension.
Due to the warm climate, its sea is ideal for bathing and diving.

It is made up of 15 provinces, 168 municipalities and the special municipality Isla de la Juventud. It has a population of more than 11 120 000 inhabitants.
Cuba, the largest island in the Caribbean, welcomes you to enjoy all its benefits in a special way.

**SIGNIFICANT DATES**
January 1\(^{st}\): Day of Liberation. Anniversary of Triumph of the Revolution.
May 1\(^{st}\): Workers Day
July 26 \(^{th}\): Day of National Rebelliousness
October 10\(^{th}\): Beginning of the Independence Wars.
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National Office of Tourist Information
Street 28 No. 303, e / 3rd and 5th, Miramar, Playa
Tel: (537) 7204 0624/7204 6635
www.cuba.travel
The first time History mentions a region in the western of Cuba –Guaniguanico- was in the earlier 1510’s, where historians highlighted the chieftains’ warm and hospitable character, who welcomed shipwreck-crew survivors during the conquering period of Central-America. Since then, and even when the native inhabitants disappeared from this lands, Pinar del Río shows lonely and altruist before the visitor’s eyes. Nowadays, its population of about 592,851 inhabitants welcomes visitors to a region that always surprises showing its best attractions from one end to the other. The province locates in the Cuba’s westernmost region. Guaniguanico Mountain Range is the main geographical area that possesses the country’s 11% of river basin. The province’s soil is mainly sandy and the average temperature is 25.3 C. El Valle de Viñales (Viñales Valley) was declared National Park in 1999 and Wold Heritage, Cultural Landscape, by UNESCO in December of the same year. It also possesses the condition of National Monument and the recognition of thousands of fans who visit it every year. Visitors find at this place impressive landscapes that are discovered by themselves through hiking, horse riding and excursions to cavern systems, such as the Gran Caverna de Santo Tomás (the Santo Tomás’ Great Cavern) or the Cuevas del Indio y José Miguel. Currently canopy has become into an attraction, a journey over the top of the high pines that cover the land. Pinar del Río is a land of peasants, humble people very attached to their roots, who keep alive centuries of traditions visible on their popular guateques (peasant parties), typical country celebrations enlivened by country chants and duets. These parties always develop in an environment of a native food: grill-roasted pork, congrí, tostones (green plantain chips) yucca with garlic sauce... and drinks like the well-known Guayabita del Pinar that is only manufactured here in a craftsmanship way. Inspired on our
peasants’ traditions is develop the Ruta del Tabaco (the Tobacco Route) a tour which begins from the hands of a veguero (tobacco grower) until the elaboration of the exquisite puros by the experts. These men’s and women’s work passion give birth to a genuine product of our region that has placed us on the top of the world’s best cigars. The Guanahacabibes peninsula is located on the westernmost end of the province, Sandino municipality, which extension is 1.060 km² and its especial features place it as Biosphere Reserve because of the remarkable environmental significance. Nowadays, it represents the safest area in Cuba for the reproduction of three type of sea turtle: green turtle, loggerhead sea turtle and the hawksbill turtle, species that choose the peninsula shoreline for nesting. Forest keepers, ecologists and tourists participate every year in this unique experience which main goal is to protect these species at danger of extinction. This area possesses one of the beaches with the best sea bottoms called María La Gorda, where is located the International Diving Center with the same name which, within its main activities, encourages people to attend to the underwater event of photography “Imasub” that is held yearly. However, you cannot leave the province without visiting its natural paradies located on the northern territory: Cayo Jutías and Cayo Levisa, both cays treasure mangrove-covered areas, an exuberant barrier reef, wide fine-sand beaches and warm-green-blue waters for the enjoyment of all those who visit them. The city’s attractions are part of the options if visitors want to know more about the province. Pinar del Río city, which charming may be discovered walking through its streets, possesses a typical architecture that can be seen at its emblematic buildings such as the Milanés Theater, the Natural History Museum (Guasch Palace), the History Museum of the Province, the Wedding Palace, the Vueltabajo Hotel, and among others that are part of its intangible heritage. Pinar del Río is the right place for those who love beauty, arts and the nature caprices and even for those who just want to rest and interact with humble and hospitable inhabitants of this region sharing with them an exquisite puro and some cup of Guayabita del Pinar liquor.
José Jacinto Milanés Theater
Address: calle 60 e/ Colón e Isable Rubio, Pinar del Río.
Telph.: (53) 48 753871.
José Jacinto Milanés Theater, a Late-Neoclassical-Style building, which construction began in 1845, was formerly named Lope de Vega. On its stage performed countless of international art companies over the course of its history. In 1967, the building was under a complete restauration, the biggest of its history, reopening on October 3rd, 1975 after 8 years of intense work. Its stage-auditorium, on which was filmed La Bella de la Alhambra movie, has as especial feature its exceptional acoustic, besides its decoration in wood and metal and the good emplacement of its auditorium in a single block. The facility also has a back yard of Sevillano style with a simple stage, “La Piscuala”, for café-concert presentations. The theater was restored once again years later, reopening on December 27th, 2006. It opens from Monday to Sunday from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Guasch Palace or Natural History Museum Tranquilino Sandalio de Noda
Guasch Palace or Tranquilino Sandalio de Noda Natural History Museum, address: calle José Martí # 202 esquina Comandante Pinares, Pinar del Río. Tph.: (53) 48 77 9483/ 75 3087.
Guided visits related to natural history. The building’s construction began in 1909 by Francisco Guasch Ferrer, a versatile man and a doctor as well. In present day, the building is the Natural History Museum that allows visitors to know about the Cuba’s western nature. It opens from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. From 9:00am / 5:00pm.

History Museum of the Province
address: calle Martí # 58 e/ Isabel Rubio y Colón, Pinar del Río. Tph.: (53)48 754300.
Visitors will have the opportunity to know about all the province’s history legacy at this facility located on what used to be the seat of the Province Government. It is a jewel of the Neoclassic architecture, built in 1874. The museum offers specialized-guided-visit service and opens from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
Art Museum of Pinar del Río
Address: Calle José Martí # 9 e/ Vélez Cabiedes y Ormani Arenado, Pinar del Río. Tph.: [53] 48 77 4671. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Antonio Guiteras Museum
Shows life and work of Antonio Guiteras. Address calle Maceo e/ Ormani Arenado y Rafael Morales, Pinar del Río. Tph.: [53] 4875 2378. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

March 13th Museum
House where Ormani Arenado lived, the youngest assailant to Palacio Presidencial (Presidential Palace). Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Municipal Art Gallery of Viñales
It offers a guided visit where tourists may see art work exhibitions. Address: calle San Salvador Cisnero Betancourt, Viñales. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Harmanos Saíz Montes de Oca Museum
Declared National Monument in 1996. Address: calle Martí # 41 e/ Libertad e Isabel Rubio, San Juan y Martínez, Pinar del Río. Tph.: [53] 48 79 8186. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

San Luis Municipal Museum
Founded in 1982. It counts with an Art Decorative Hall and a specialized hall in cigars. Address: Calle Juana Romero # 57, San Luis, Pinar del Río, Tph.: [53] 48 797399. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Angelier León Information Center
Features documents of historic value about music and art. Address: calle Martí. Tph.: [53] 48 771041. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Casa del Joven Creador (AHS)
It promotes Young Artists work and the alternative music. The resort has a Real Art Gallery, an internet surfing hall and the yard “El Hormiguero” used as cultural space. Address: calle Martí # 133 e/ calle Nueva y Colón. Tph.: [53] 48 774672. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Praga Gerardo Medina Movie Theater
Projection of films, 3D movies, art gallery and cultural galas. Tph.: [53] 48 753271. Email: praga@pinarte.cult.cu Hour: everyday from 1:30 PM to 11:00 PM.

Pedro Junco Cultural Center
Intended for amateur artists movement and cultural encounters. Address: Martí # 65 e/ Ormani Arenado y Rafael Morales. Tph.: [53] 48 75 2324. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Arturo Regueiro Gallery
Address: Martí # 65 e/ Ormani Arenado y Rafael Morales, Pinar del Río Tel: [53] 48 770790 Email: galeriaar@ pinarte.cult.cu

National Union of Writers and Artists of Cuba (UNEAC)
Address: Maceo # 17 e/ Rafael Ferro and Comandante Pinares, Pinar del Río Tph: [53] 48 754572. The house was built in the early twentieth century. Pedro Junco, the renowned composer from Boleros, whose song “Nosotros” reaches worldwide fame, was born in the family.

Asociación Cubana de Artesanos Artistas, ACAA (Cuban Association of Artists Artisans).
Hall of exhibition and sale of craftsmanship, handicrafts and modeling workshops. Address: Colón #1 e/ Martí y Adela Azcuy. Telph.: [53] 48 728408. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
Hermanos Loynaz Maceo
Centre for the Promotion and Development of Literature.
This center hoards and safeguards Miguel de Cervantes y Saavedra’s [Nobel Prize in Literature] and Dulce María Loinaz’s spiritual and literary work. It was created on February 1990. This cultural institution showcases all the artistic and literary work of writers from Pinar del Río. It counts with a library, a museum and a publishing house.

International Bookstore
Sale of CD and books. Address: Martí #131, corner Colón. Tph.: (53) 48 757597. Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Sergio Dopico Salvador Cisnero Library
Address: #65, Viñales, Pinar del Río. Books and other informative materials Open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Ramón Sánchez Coro Provincial Library.
Colón street # 3 e/ Martí and Máximo Gómez. Email: directora@pinarte.cult.cu. Tph.: (53) 48 753362
Open from 8.00am / 5.00pm.
Founded in 1959, it hoards books and old documents.

Bishopry
Address: Obispado Máximo Gómez, # 160 e/ Rafael Ferro y Comandante Pinares, Pinar del Río Email: info@obipinar.co.cu Tph.: (53) 48 57644.
It represents the catholic church whose dioceses is named San Rosendo.

San Rosendo Cathedral
Address: Maceo, esquina Vélez Cabiedes, Pinar del Río
Tph.: (53) 48 75 2430
On Maceo Street rises up San Rosendo Cathedral of Pinar del Río, example of ecclesiastic architecture. It was inaugurated as a church on March 23rd, 1883, and as a cathedral in 1903 whose patron saint is “San Rosendo”, as well patron of Pinar del Río. On the date of his death is celebrated the patron feast.

Santa Brígida Convent House
Pascual Martí #1 e/ Coronel Pozo and Antonio Guiteras Tph: (53) 48 775084.

Pelegrín’s Patio
Las Brigidinas nuns congregation. Pelegrín yard, Address: Calle 26 #1513. Puesta de Golpe, place where is showcased the community’s handicrafts and artistic works.
La Camorra sociocultural project
It was created so as to improve the quality of life of Puerto Esperanza fisher community in 2001; through the recover and rehabilitation of artist and literary traditions. This project goals to achieve the highest social development of Camorra’s inhabitants by means of the implementation of communal initiatives.

Project: Window to Viñales Valley
Its main objective is to bring to life the development of cultural traditions in this region that are part of our identity. Every two months is celebrated “la noche del barrio” (the night of the neighborhood), gathering where neighbors receive lessons in order to foster children’s and young’s artistic skills and encourage love on the new generations for the local culture.

Casa de la Décima cultural center
Address: 5ta Final, Reparto Celso Maragoto Tph: [53] 48 795297.
Sociocultural project aimed to foster and encourage the oral skills through the promotion and teaching of the Cuban countryside chant; putting on the spot light “la décima improvisada” (the improvised chanting) through workshops and “guateques” (peasants’ celebrations).

Sociocultural Project “Con amor y esperanza” (With Love and Hope)
Workshop “Grabadown”, Address: Ceferino Fernández138, esquina Palma, Pinar del Río, Telph.: [53] 48758102. It is a teaching project of engraving techniques, handicrafts, theater, dancing, music, Taiichi, cuisine and family therapy for people suffering from the Down’s syndrome; so as to evaluate their quality of life and incorporate them to the community of Pinar del Río. This project was created in 2002, and counts with 22 members with a range of ages between 13 and 62 years old. This project is run by the painter Jesús Carrete Rodríguez and the Master degree in Educative Psychology Coralina D. Hernández Crespo, parents of a child that is included in this project. Many art works created by these children and their instructors have been given away to personalities with national and international prestige, and also to institutions and communal projects as decorative pieces or souvenirs. We can mention some institutions such as:

Felo’s Patio
El Patio de Felo (The Felo’s courtyard) Km. 5 Carretera a San Juan y Martínez, Consejo Popular: El Vizcaíno. Teph.: [53] 48 75 0335. Open every day. It is a cultural center that gathers amateur artists of the area and encourages the creation of handy works.

FIDIAS project
People’s Council: Hermanos Cruz. Tph.: [53] 48 75 3484
Project for the local development that exhibits its art works in galleries or cultural institutions. It promotes other recreational portfolios such as interactive and others to encourage the cultural activity.
The Guarapachanga Event
It is an international event of music and other artistic manifestations sponsored by the La Unión Nacional de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba UNEAC (The National Union of Writers and Artists of Cuba). This event takes place in Pinar del Río city every April.

“Nosotros” Identity local event
sponsored by the UNEAC that gathers different artistic manifestations in the province every September. It is dedicated to Pedro Junco in honor to his everlasting “Nosotros” work.

Jolgorio event
Cultural evening in honor to the Pinar del Río singer-songwriter Polo Montañez. It develops every year on September 27th. Polo Montañez was one of the most remarkable singers of the traditional countryside music. Polo Montañez’s Cultural Center, Viñales.

Festival Among Mogotes
This festival arrives to its 6th edition. It showcases, during three days, products that are part of Viñales’ culture. The festival also exhibits plastic arts, theater performances, dance and other artistic manifestations.

Viñales Fashion
This event shows the best wearing trends in Vueltabajo region where it has been developed uninterruptedly for 30 years. It is included in the Viñales’ cultural festivities that are held in March; where children and adults participate and are awarded in different categories.

Event: Let the Best Rooster to Sing
It is an event specially dedicated to peasants in Viñales where poets and singers compete in a contest and the winner receives, besides the audience´s applause, a painting which has a rooster on it. This event takes place in the February’s evenings every year.

Benito Hernández Cabrera Contest
Contest that is held in Viñales in honor to the singer of the Valley. It gathers repentistas (improvisers) and amateurs. Municipal Carnivals which are weekly celebrated in all the territory municipalities.

Municipal carnivals
which are weekly celebrated in all the territory municipalities.

Child Event: Planeta Azul (Blue Planet)
It is a musical competition celebrated in Pinar del Río city in April.
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Chicuelo contest
It is supported by the Center for the Promotion and Development of Literature Hermanos Loynaz which is intended for all the children’s story writers.

Hermanos Loynaz contest
Contest where participate Cuban writers on genres: children’s story, narrative and poetry. The winner receives the Hermanos Loynas Prestigious Literary Prize.

Ibero-American Event about Loynaz family’s life and work
It has had six editions since its first release in 1993. It is a date that encourages reflection and homage celebrated every two years in Pinar del Río city.

International Book Fair
This event takes place on Martí Street and Colón, in all the city’s bookstores, in the Hermanos Saíz Association, in the Provincial Library and at the universities. It is a celebration of intellect the one that drags people the most, due to the variety of its attractions; tradition of this century with sales that shows the great cultural concerns of our people. The fair develops in March with book launches, children’s pavilion, theoretic events about books and the publishing world, and sale of about 250,000 books.

José Álvarez Baragaño literary contest
It takes place every year in Pinar del Río city in February.

Theater event in the mountains
It is sponsored by the Scenic Arts and is celebrated in October.

Lecuona in Memoriam National Singing Contest
It is sponsored by Ernesto Lecuona Lyric Theater and is held every two years in honor to professor Lecuona, considered the most remarkable composer in the Cuba’s music and theater history, founder of the Cuban Lyric Theater. The headquarter of this contest 8th edition will be at...
the José Jacinto Milanés Theater in Pinar del Río that will develop from November 28th to December 3rd, 2019.

**Theater National Meeting of Small Format**
It is a space of encounter for creators and theoreticians that takes place every two years. There is an artistic and a technic program that include lectures, book launch, panels, workshops with well-known figures on the scene world and interchange with specialists and art critics.

**Habano Festival**
This is an international event that develops in February every year, where meet people with knowledge and passionate for tobacco plantation and its manufacture.

**Verdena del Río del Medio**
Celebration that is held in Río del Medio town, Minas de Matahambre municipality, in the second half of November. It showcases countryside traditions with tones of seafaring roots. It also includes typical contests and peasant’s dancings.
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Café Pinar
Matinée and night activities.
Address: Calle Gerardo Medina # 32, Pinar del Rio. Tph.: (53) 48 77 8199

Rumayor Cabaret
It is a nightclub that offers humor shows, artist group performances, concerts, children’s matinee, disco music. Address: Carretera a Viñales, Km. 1 1/2, Pinar del Rio. Tph.: (53) 48 76 3051. Open from Thursday to Sunday from 8:00 PM to 3:00 AM.

Pinar del Río hotel party room
Birthday parties, fifteen, weddings and small format events.
Martí the end, Pinar del Río. Tph: (53) 48 75 5070.

Aguas Claras party room
Birthday parties, fifteen, weddings and small format events.
Road to Viñales Km. 7 1/2, Pinar del Río. Tph: (53) 48 77 84 27.

La Sitiera cultural center
Live shows and download musical.
Gerardo Medina No. 21, Pinar del Río. Tph: (53) 48 75 4794.

La Piscuala café concert
Martí No. 60 e / Isabel Rubio y Colón, Pinar del Río.

Patio del Decimista traditional shows
It offers traditional performances.
Address: Salvador Cisneros # 122, Viñales, Pinar del Río. Tph.: (53) 48 79 6014

Polo Montañéz cultural center
It is a center that offers night shows accompanied with light food. It also offers daylight shows. Tph.: Tel: (53) 48 79 6164.

Palenque de Los Cimarrones cave
Visitor will be able to enjoy of a great show and traditional performances.
Address: Carretera a Puerto Esperanza Km.32, Viñales, Pinar del Río. Tph.: (53) 48 79 6290

Capitán San Luis stadium
Address: Capitán San Luis, Reparto 30 de noviembre, Pinar del Río. Telph.: (53) 48 77 7931
Capitán San Luis, 30 de Noviembre
It was inaugurated with a match between Pinar del Río and La Habana teams in 1969. It was headquarter of the teams.
Vegueros and Forestales in 1970’s, 1980’s and 1990’s decades and home club of Occidentales and Pinar del Río teams, and it still being headquarter of National and International Matches. It has an audience’s capacity of 9,534.

**November 19th Multipurpose Hall**
Headquarter of national and local sport events with 5,000 audience’s capacity. Address: Rafael Morales, S/N
Tph: (53) 48 750357
Email: dirpnrl@inder.cu

Vegueros and Forestales in 1970’s, 1980’s and 1990’s decades and home club of Occidentales and Pinar del Río teams, and it still being headquarter of National and International Matches. It has an audience’s capacity of 9,534.
Cubanacan Travel agency

Pinar del Río City, Ciprián Valdés N.7 e / Máximo Gómez and Martí, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 75 0178/77 3015
E-mail: comercial@avc.pri.tur.cu

Customer transportation throughout the country, booking in all hotels, sale of phone cards, private houses accommodation, excursion reservation to beaches all along the country and other destinations such as Soroa, Las Terrazas and Viñales.

Viñales main square Tph:(53) 48 79 6393.
Los Jazmines Hotel Tph: (53) 48 79 6360.
La Ermita Hotel Tph: (53) 48 79 6452.
Rancho San Vicente Hotel Tph: (53) 48 796451.

Havanatur Travel agency

Pinar del Río City, Ormani Arenado street No. 2 e / Martí and Máximo Gómez.
Tph: (53) 48 77 8494
Email: yoan@havanatur.cu, havpdelrio@havanatur.cu. www.havanatur.cu

Booking in hotels and private houses all along the country, excursions, transportation, tailor made programs and sale of national and international flight tickets.
Ecotur Travel agency

Road to Viñales Km.25 Casa del Veguero’s farm, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6120
Email: ecotur@enet.cu.
Nature Tourism specialized agency. It offers 6-and-7-night tours riding in a natural environment.

Cubatur Travel agency

Martí street No.51 corner to Rosario, Pinar del Río.
Tel: (53) 48 77 8405.
Email: cubaturp@enet.cu
www.cubatur.cu.
Sale of hotels, tourist programs and excursions throughout Cuba.

Travel agency PARADISO

Pinar del Río City
Martí street No. 28 e / Gerardo Medina e Isabel Rubio, Pinar del Río.
Tel: (53) 48 79 6258/72 8660
Email: paradisopri@scpr.artex.cu
www.paradiso.cu.

Viñales
Salvador Cisneros street No. 65, Viñales, Tel: (53) 48 79 6258.
**EXCURSIONS**

“Through the heart of the valley” path
Enjoy the local flora and fauna, beautiful landscapes and peasants’ lifestyle in Viñales Valley. The tour includes visit to season plantations, and also contemplate the cork palms, this province’s native specie considered as an alive fossil from the geologic age.
Departure: 9:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Time duration: from 3:30 to 4 hours.
Distance: from 6 to 8 km.
Maximum load capacity: 12 people.
Level of difficulty: Medium.

**Hiking to the Valley Viewpoint**
Departing from the viewpoint of Los Jardines Hotel walking down across the pine trees (native area vegetation) and through the Viñales Valley until reaching a traditional peasant’s home.
Includes: guide.
Frequency: every day.
Departure time: 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
Distance to travel: 1.5 km.
Maximum load capacity: 20 people.
Low complexity.

**Coco Solo-Palmarito Trail**
Visitor will be able to carry out a wonderful tour with the opportunity of knowing about the attributes and values that granted to the Viñales Valley the recognition of Cultural Landscape World Heritage. Its sociocultural environment, besides, local traditions, the fauna and vegetation of the area, will give you an unforgettable experience, accompanied with delicious season fruits and a good native coffee.
The Pre-historic Mural
Distance: 8 Km.
Time: 3 hours.
Difficulty level: Low.
Maximum load capacity: 20 people.
Needs: Light clothes and comfortable shoes.

Trail: From Heaven to a Quiet Place
You will have the opportunity to tour three interesting sites who private owners make a rational use of their farms. The first cultivates traditional products, the second dedicates lands to tobacco plantation and the last one makes use of agroecological techniques for the rational use of crops on a small area.
Length: 6.5 Km.  
Duration: 3 hours.  
Degree of difficulty: Low.  
Needs: Light clothing, footwear resistant.

**Trail: Across Valleys and Mountains**
This hiking allows tourists to know about the different ecological systems that shape Viñales Valley with its breathtaking landscapes of chalky and metamorphic soil. They can also meet the local inhabitants’ diverse economic activities and other interesting features. There is the possibility of accessing to viewpoints to behold the beautifulness of this natural whereabouts.

Extension: 12 Km.  
Time: 5 to 6 hours.  
Difficulty level: Low-Medium.  
Dressing: light clothes, sturdy shoes  
Maximum load capacity: 20 people.

**Trail: From Hell to Paradise**
It is a fascinating tour where visitors may contemplate the enchanting landscapes this region possesses which colors change depending on the level of height you are. Called paradise because of its singular vegetation and fauna that are typical of this place. The landscape is shaped by the impressive mogotes and evergreen pine trees. At the end of the tour visitors may observe unusual views.
of Viñales Valley and Palmarito.
Extension: 7 Km.
Time: 6 hours.
Difficulty level: High.
Dressing: Light clothes, sturdy shoes.

Peasants’ Traditions Tour
Tour that includes visits to local peasants and to the República de Chile Cooperative. Tourists not only may interchange experiences with the farmers and their families, but visit several farms located in this area as well as a hike through the hills that stands on these farms where you can observe birds and butterflies. Tourists may take a rest at the different lookout points. Extension: 8.5 km.

Time: 7 hours.
Difficulty level: Low-Medium.
Dressing: Light clothes, sturdy shoes.

Marvelous Features from Viñales
(Bird watching) Interesting route It is a captivating tour across a singular area of karst in ruins, where manifests diverse geological phenomenons common in this sort of ground. The landscape is also shaped by an enchanting forest with its most interesting alive fossil: the cork palm, besides other flora and fauna endemic species where outstand the macromiscasp (kind of ant of bright color), the zachrysis guanensis, the biggest mollusks in Cuba as well as birds.
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of beautiful colors such as the national bird (the tocororo) and the Cuban nightingale.
Extension: 5 Km Route.
Time: 3 hours
Difficulty level: low
Dressing: light clothes, sturdy shoes

Birdwatching areas in San Vicente Farm
This trail locates at the surroundings of San Visente Farm which extends about 1.800 meters, with a low-medium difficulty level. Its main attractions are: ornithology diversity, different species of flowers, impressive landscapes and high level of endemic flora and fauna. The tour has 5 stops with an influence area of about 3 and 5 meters.

Among the ornithology potentialities of this area we can meet 7 endemic bird species and 9 subspecies. The tour includes a specialized guide
Time: first hours in the morning and then from 3:00 PM on.
Estimate time: 2 hours
Extension: 1.8 KM
Capacity 12 persons
Difficulty level: low-medium
Address: Km 33 1/2 carretera a Puerto Esperanza, Viñales.
Tph.: (53) 48 796110

Peasant Party at San Vicente Farm
Visitors will enjoy of a peasant party with traditional rhythm, tunes and dancings accompanied by an exquisite native food.

The journey back to Jurassic age trail
may be reached walking towards the San Juan de Sagua community going through a path with a length of 200 meters to the beginning of the trail. Taking this path can be observed native peasants’ houses, the pylon of coffee, the stone ground mill and a view of the Pan Guajaibón (a large stone in the landscape); then the tour continues crossing San Marcos river and through a semi-deciduous forest walking along the river shoreline until the location where the cork palms grow. This whereabouts conserves very well this sort of trees and gives shelter to large number of mollusk species, endemic plants of the province and a wide diversity of birds and orchids. Visitors may encounter debris of melted stones that date back this place’s formation age. These stones can be seen embedded in the limestones from the country’s most ancient geological formation: San Cayetano.
Distance: 1.800 meters
Time: 1 hour
Difficulty level: medium

Birds Paradise Excursion
It begins at the Cortina Farm. Form a natural lookout point you may observe the province’s south wide plain and the Sierra de Güira mountain.
This is an excellence place for birdwatching, with more than 50 species, where stand out the Cuban nightingale, the tocororo, the tomeguín de la tierra (tiariscanora) and del pinar (tiariscanora) [sort of pigeons], the
aparecido de San Diego (cyanerpes cyaneus) and the nightingale (myadestes elisabeth). You can see more than 25 species of mollusks; among them the sacricielaguanensis. You also have the opportunity to visit the Cueva de los Portales.

Distance: 10 KM  
Time 4 hours  
Difficulty level: medium

Canopy tour

Seven kilometers from the town of There is a site known as Loma del Fortín located at about 7 KM away from Viñales town in bound to Moncada route, which treasures a covetous tourist product of adventure surrounded by a fascinating natural environment.

You will enjoy a one-and-only experience departing from a first platform of a haul of 1.100 meters length divided into 4 stages. It includes horse riding across mountain trails where you can enjoy nature and observe peasants’ lifestyle, as well as the tobacco cultivation process, harvesting, drying and manufacture.  
From 9:00 a.m. / 6: 00 p.m. Everyday

Horse riding

Horseback riding on trails of mountain to enjoy nature and appreciate the peasant traditions. It crosses almost all the Viñales valley and the mogotes are contemplated, as well as the cultivation process, collection, drying and processing tobacco.  
Time: every day form 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM

Horse Riding: Wonders of Western Region

The visitor will receive a warm welcome once arriving to Guabina farm where will spend 6-night
accommodation so as to carry out a not-to-be-forgotten riding journey that comprises: horse riding to the Cerro de Cabras with a picnic included, horse riding to the Hoyo de Guamá with time for taking a bath in the river. There is a visit to Moncada community that possesses great speleological values for instance, the Santo Tomas Great Cavern, Natural Monument of the Nation. Visitor may ride to Isabel María Valley one of the most outstanding area among the karst valleys and a ride to Guamá dam. This is also an area devoted to big and small livestock raising where you may know all about it at Rancho la Guabina farm. Dressing: adequate clothing and shoes for horse riding. Difficulty: low
Observation: mountainous landscapes, endemic vegetation, birds, rivers and caves.

**Adventure by Motorbike**
The tour begins at the rent facility located at Casa Don Tomás restaurant going through Viñales town headed to the Silence Valley with a first stop at a lookout point nearby El Paraiso farm. Then the tour continues until arriving to another natural lookout point from where the Silence Valley may be contemplated. The tour includes a visit to the Capón a rural area where there are tobacco farms, and a visit to Las Maravillas, place that allows to behold the natural landscape of the site. This tour includes motorbike and a specialized guide.
Departing time: 9:00 AM

**Bus tour**
The tour bus allows tourists to go around the different tourist resorts in Viñales. The tour begins in town and includes a visit to the Pre-historic Mural, to the “despalillo Viñales” (place where tobacco is classified), the Palenque de los Cimarrones (place in the forest where the slaves used to hide from their owners in the colonial period), Cueva del Indio, La Ermita and Los Jazmines hotels and the San Vicente Ranch. The bus returns each hour to the same bus
stop and the price does not include the entrance to these locations.
Schedule: every day from 9 AM to 6 PM

Tour by Bicycle
We cannot leave the Viñales Valley without making a tour by bicycle. This one-and-only tour will be an awe-inspiring journey because of the wonderful landscapes and their exuberant nature, living the not-comparable experience of being in direct contact with the natural environment.

Attractions: valley among mountains, rural settlements, mogotes, community history, dams, varied crops, endemic flora and fauna, birdwatching.
Includes: bicycle, guide service, entrance to places, bottle of water at the beginning of the tour, box lunch with liquid at the end of the tour.
Schedule: 4 hours.
Departing time 9 AM
Distance: 16 KM

Bicycle Tour + Canopy
Complete your visit to Viñales with a tour by bicycle through its valleys: places that will leave you breathless, in a journey in full contact with nature, a unique landscape to end the one-and-only experience adventure by making a the canopy tour in Viñales, it is located in an area known as “Loma del Fortín” just 5 KM away from Viñales town. It is a tourist adventure that invites you to fly through the forest with harnesses and pulleys sliding from one platform to another, being able to contemplate amazing landscapes that would be impossible to appreciate from the plain. In a circuit of 1.100 meters long divided into 4 stages. The activity does not require skill or previous experience. The careful and constant supervision of the instructors, together with the approved equipment used, make this a 100% safe-and-fun excursion at the same time.
Attractions: valley among mountains, rural settlements, mogotes, community history, dams, varied crops, endemic flora and fauna, birdwatching.
GREAT CAVERN OF SANTO TOMÁS
Enjoy a unique experience in the Great Cavern of Santo Tomás, considered the largest in Cuba and the second in America Latina, located only 16 km from the town of Viñales. The tour lasts 1 hour and a half, including specialized guide service and adequate equipment. The excursion also includes the entrance to Los Malagones museum and the walking around El Moncada community. From 9:00 am / 12:00 m. Everyday. Suggestion: It is recommended to wear comfortable clothes and shoes.
EXCURSIONS

Los Jazmines Mirador
Includes: bicycle, guide service, entrance to places, bottle of water at the beginning of the tour, box lunch with liquid at the end of the tour.
Duration: 4 hours.
From: 09:00 hrs.
Travel distance: 16 km.

Viñales Tour
This tour includes a visit to Los Jazmines viewpoint where visitors may contemplate one of the most wonderful views of Viñales Valley. Then it goes on a visit to the Pre-History Mural, a tobacco farm, the despalillo of tobacco (place where tobacco is classified) and a panoramic view across Viñales town. There is a visit to the Palenque de los Cimarrones (place in the wood where the slaves used to hide from their owner in the colonial period) and to the Cueva del Indio where you can enjoy a boat ride on an underground river. Lunch is included at a peasant house.
Schedule: every day from 9:00 AM to 12:00 M

Pinar + Viñales
The Pinar-Viñales excursion includes a visit to the tobacco factory and Guayabita del Pinar liquor factory. Then the tour makes a stopover at Los Jazmines viewpoint where visitors may contemplate one of the most wonderful views of Viñales Valley. It includes a visit to the Pre-history Mural, a tobacco farm, the despalillo of tobacco (place where tobacco is classified) and a panoramic view across Viñales town. There is a visit to the Palenque de los Cimarrones (place in the wood where the slaves used to hide from their owner in the colonial period) and to the Cueva del Indio where you can enjoy a boat ride on an underground river. Lunch is included at a peasant house.
Schedule: every day from 9:00 AM to 12:00 M

Countryside + cityTour
This tour departs from the hotel in air-conditioned vehicle with service of bilingual guide. You visit the Tobacco Factory, the center historical of the city, and it is crossed walk to Martí street, stopping in the different murals and centers of cultural interest. Includes the guided visit to the Guayabita del Pinar Liquor Factory, where performs a tasting of the liquor. Visit to the Guabina farm, with time to enjoy options of agrotourism horse riding or by car lunch is included with a drink on the Guabina farm. Finally it returns to hotel. From 9:00 a.m.-12: 00 m Everyday.

Safari Through the Guerrilla Fighter’s Route
The tour begins at hotels on jeeps with bilingual guide service included going across the Sierra del Rosario Mountain Range, Biosphere Reserve, where you can take pictures of the natural landscape. Then the tour goes on headed to the Mil Cumbres region, making a stopover in San Diego de los Baños community where is located the San Diego spa of medicinal-thermal waters. Afterwards the tour continues with a visit to Los Portales Cave, place where was settled Che Guevara’s headquarter during the missile crises in October 1962. Once arriving to the Mil Cumbres protected area you have time to take a bath at a natural waterfall. This tour also includes lunch with a drink at a country restaurant.
EXCURSIONS

Las Perlas Cave
Cave located in La Bajada town’s vicinity in the Guanahacabibes Peninsula. It is characterized by its wide interior galleries illuminated by natural light, great diversity of stone structures and evidence of life of ancient native tribes. The interior of the cave has a wide biological diversity with interesting species of reptiles and amphibians. It has a high degree of conservation. Nowadays, it is as a natural attraction included in an eco-tourist trail. From the forest to the Sea. It is a tour thought for interacting with great biological diversity. There are 716 plant species recognized and within the fauna there are 16 species of amphibians, 35 of reptiles, 192 of birds, 18 of mammals and 86 of diurnal butterflies, just for mentioning one of the most outstanding groups. It is home of 67 marine mollusk species, which 27 are considered endemic to Guanahacabibes, Biosphere Reserve. Most of the part of the aquatic birds and marine birds are found in mangroves, inland lagoons and over the sea. All these areas are very healthy, which makes the Peninsula an excellent area for knowledge and enjoyment.

Cabo de San Antonio Excursion
Guanahacabibes locates on the Cuba’s westernmost region. This excursion surrounded by legends opens its doors to visitors interested in having direct contact with this awe-inspiring geography: geology, landscapes, flora, fauna and sociocultural features. Among its main natural assets, we can meet the seabed, its remotes beaches and the biggest country’s forest reserve.

Excursion to La Güira Park and San Diego de los Baños
Old recreation farm; today is a facility that counts with 9 air-conditioned rooms, with hot and cold water, minibar and TV; 2 Creole cuisine restaurants, 3 cafés, night bar, grill, 2 private areas with special dish (mutton), games room, recreational options with specialized guide service; 2 swimming pools, games room and boats for boating.

Tph.: (53) 48 75 04 86/ 75 7497
Email: lospalacios@gecpr.cu
Schedule: every day from 9 AM to 9 PM
Guanacahabibes Peninsula
The tobacco cultivation process until its final manufacture is part of the most authentic traditions of Pinar del Río inhabitants that is kept until present day, passing over generation to generation and admired by Cuban cigar lovers worldwide. Visitors may discover this world of scent and sensations through this tour that is carried out on air-conditioned vehicles with bilingual guide service. The tour stars visiting some farms of renown tobacco farmers in Vueltabajo where, depending on the season, it is possible to watch the tobacco plantations.
funder the sun. The tour also includes a visit to an installation where farmers carry out a selection and "despalillo" procedure of leaves, and then these ones undergo a fermentation process to finally end at the Tobacco Factory to elaborate the final product by experts’ hands. There is a visit to La Casa del Tabaco and a lunch with a liquid included. Schedule: collecting at hotels or pick up points at 9:00 AM from Monday to Friday.

Follow the story of the best cultural tradition! The Tobacco Route proposes you a world of scents and sensations that will lead your steps through the cradle of the best Havana.

-Hoyo de Mena agrotourist farm, located at Crucero de Morejón, San Juan y Martínez, Pinar del Río. Telph.: 48 798116

-Quemado del Rubí agrotourist farm, located at Comunidad Obeso, San Juan y Martínez, Pinar del Río.
Levisa cay
Cayo Levisa offers an unforgettable experience surrounded by palm trees, crystalline waters and amazing coral reefs with more than 3 KM of beach line. The excursion includes bilingual guide service, round trip transportation on an air-conditioned vehicle and a transfer on a ship. There is a welcome cocktail with slack or lunch included.
Schedule: departure 7:30 AM from Pinar del Río and 8:30 AM from Viñales (1 hour on bus and 30 minutes on ship)
Returning: every day at 5:00 PM from Cayo Levisa
Other services: spend time on both cays (this is not included in the excursion). Visit to near cays, snorkeling and scuba diving, rent of aquatic bicycles, kayak and other nautical equipments.
Facilities: accommodation at Villa Cayo Levisa, Costa Norte de Pinar del Río, Archipiélago de los Colorados, Palma Rubia, La palma, Pinar del Río.
Tph.: (53) 48 75 6501 Email: comercial@cayolevisa.tur.cu

María La Gorda
The María la Gorda beach is located at one of the beautiful natural sites in Guanacahabibes area, Biosphere Reserve. The excursion includes bilingual guide service, round trip transportation on an air-conditioned vehicle, snack or lunch.
Departure: at 7:00 AM (3 hours on bus) from Viñales, at 7:30 AM from Pinar del Río.
Returning: at 5:00 PM from María la Gorda
Other options: fishing, snorkeling and scuba diving
Facilities: accommodation at Villa Gaviota María la Gorda, La Bajada, Península Guanahacabibes, Sandino, Pinar del Río.
Tph.: 53) 48 77 8131 / 77 3067
Fax: (53) 48 77 8077
Email: comercial@mlgorda.co.cu
www.gaviota-grupo.com

Jutías cay
Cayo Jutías is connected to the mainland by a pedraplén (causeway). It is located 96 kilometers from the city of Pinar del Río, on the north coast of the municipality of Minas de
Matahambre and 66 kilometers from Viñales; As part of the attractions of this key there is a lighthouse; the key is an ideal place to enjoy a quiet and relaxing atmosphere. The tour to Cayo Jutías includes a bilingual guide service, round trip air-conditioned transport and lunch. 

- Departure: from Pinar del Río: -08:00, from Viñales (1 hour trip): -09:00. 
- Return: from Cayo Jutías: 16:00. 
- Frequency: Every day

Opcionales en Cayo Jutías

Other options, Cayo Jutías

- Tour with snorkeling, specialized guide and lunch at Cayo Jutías; a paradise of amazing beaches and surprising coral barriers. It is like living an adventure, a sea journey of great beauty.
- Full day in Cayo Mégano, located 4 nautical miles from Cayo Jutías, with an exclusive privacy.
- Deep-sea fishing in Cayo Jutías: Possibilities to enjoy different types of deep-sea fishing styles, with the use of 3 fishing lines, with the possibility of capturing different fish species such as bonito, albacore tuna, dorados and other pelagic species.
- Bottom fishing in Cayo Jutías: Fishing in the headlands and on the edge of the insular platform. Includes: fishing boat, three national drinks for each customer, fishing instruction, hand fishing tackles, natural baits and specialized master-guide.
- A Day in the Paradise: Pick up at the hotel at 09:00 hours with a private tour guide. 60 km journey through the Sierra de los Órganos to Cayo Jutías, reception and welcome cocktail. 30 minutes exclusive pleasure trip on a boat and arrival at Cayo Mégano where you can enjoy a 6 hours stay in a virgin key with unique beaches, coral reef, endemic flora and fauna.
  - Seafood lunch that includes a bottle of wine.
  - Snorkeling equipment during the tour.
  - During the stay in the key is included a bottle of water. 2 drinks per person to choose between: beer, soda or juice.
TRANSPORT

Pinar del Río is the westernmost of the Cuban provinces. The only access to Pinar del Río is by bus and light cars.

Travelling to the province: Viazul has 3 departures from Havana and one from Varadero to Pinar del Río. Transtur Agency has only one departure from Havana to Pinar del Río. The Viazul bus terminal is in Nuevo Vedado. Email address: sales@viazul.com; Website: https://www.viazul.com. Transtur buses can be booked through any Travel Agency office or Sales Bureau around the country. Website: http://www.transturcarrental.com/

Bus

If you wish to travel, you can use the buses of Transtur and Transgaviota. Departure are from Viñales or Pinar del Río.

1. Viñales-Pinar del Río-Havana. Every day from 2:00 pm.
2. Viñales- Pinar del Río-Cienfuegos-Trinidad. Every day from 7:00 a.m.

Book from travel agencies: please contact the Travel Agencies:

Booking office in Viñales:
Cubanacan: Salvador Cisneros street, Viñales main square.
Tph: (53) 48796393.

Booking office in Pinar del Río.
Cubanacan, Martí street No. 109.
Tph: (53) 48 750178

Havanatur, Ormani Arenado street # 2 e/ Martí and Máximo Gómez.
Cubatur Martí street No.51 corner to Rosario road. Tph: (53) 48 77 8405

If you want to travel through the Viazul buses services, www.viazul.com:

1. Viñales-Pinar del Río-Havana. Every day from 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. (the last one with entrance to Las Terrazas)
2. Viñales- Cienfuegos. Every day from 6:45 a.m.
3. Viñales-Trinidad (direct). Every day from 6:45 am to 4:00 pm

Raise at: Viñales Salvador Cisneros street No. 63, Tph. 53 (48) 793195 and in Pinar del Río on Juan Gualberto Gómez street No. 14, Tph. (53) 48 75 0887 / 48 77 8494.
Car rental

**Transtur**

Transtur Vueltabajo Hotel Martí No. 103, corner to Rafael Morales, Pinar del Río, Tph: (53) 48 777050

**Cubanacan**

Martí No. 109, Pinar del Río Tph (53) 48 750104.

Pinar del Río Hotel Martí final and autopista, Pinar del Río
Tph: (53) 48 778278.

Salvador Cisneros street No 65 C, Viñales, Pinar del Río
Tph: (53) 48 796060.

Salvador Cisneros final, Viñales, Pinar del Río
Tph: (53) 48 796330.

Mirador Hotel, 23 final, San Diego de los Baños, Los Palacios, Pinar del Río

**Transgaviota**

International Diving Center María la Gorda, Sandino, Guanahacabibes Península, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 441242

**Rex**

Hotel Pinar del Río Martí the end and autopista, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 771454.

**Taxis Cuba**

Salvador Cisneros No. 46 / B1 and final C, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 696969

**Bus Tour Hop on- Hop off**

Salvador Cisneros final Viñales, Pinar del Río. Tour around the entire tourist area of Viñales, including the town, with a stop in an interesting places.
Tph: (53) 48 796390
**Central Viñales Hotel****
Ceferino Fernandez, corner to. Salvador Cisneros street, Viñales.
Services: 23 air-conditioned rooms, telephone and satellite TV. 3 singles and 20 doubles. There is a lobby bar and a breakfast room. It is located in the center of town. Tel: (53) 48 695806
Attractions: Viñales sightseeing, hospitable people and there is an unique cultural environment.
Tph: (53) 48 695806 / 48 695815

**Levisa Cay**
Palma Rubia, La Palma, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 75 6501
Email: comercial@cayolevisa.tur.cu.
Services: 71 rustic-style wooden cabins, all with private bathroom, satellite TV, mini bar. There are 2 restaurants with traditional Cuban cuisine, buffet and grill on the beach with the special offer: fish “Sol de Levisa”, 3 snack bars, international telephony, 24 hours medical service, massage, entertainment, parking and Internet.
Attractions: Walks to Paraíso cay, sunset, boat trips to the island, fishing, snorkeling in the coral reef, excursions to Mil Cumbres and Viñales. Diving in 23 dive sites. International Certification: SSI (Scuba School International) Recommended: the mysterious chain, the pool of the sharks, the hell, among others.

**Mirador Hotel ***
23 final, San Diego de los Baños, Los Palacios, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 8338/54 8866
Email: carlosff@mirador.sandiego.tur.cu.
Attractions: Viñales sightseeing, hospitable people and there is an unique cultural environment.
Tph: (53) 48 695806 / 48 695815
Vueltabajo Hotel***
Martí street No.103 corner to Rafael Morales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 75 93 8183,
Email: operaciones@vueltapr.tur.cu
Services: Hotel themed in the tobacco tradition; There is a smoking room, a cellar and a specialized cigar shop; 39 air-conditioned rooms, 30 doubles, 6 master bedrooms, 3 triples, private bathroom, mini bar, satellite, hot and cold water. There is a restaurant where the “Cerdo (pork) Veguero” is the exclusive dish, nursing service, safe deposit box, international telephony, Internet and tourist information desk.
Attractions: Near are cultural places: Art Gallery, House of the Trova and Culture, Habano House, Tobacco Factory and Guayabita del Pinar Factory.

Pinar del Río Hotel **
Martí the end, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 75 93 8183
Email: operaciones@vueltapr.tur.cu
149 rooms; 13 cabins and 2 rooms for persons with physical disabilities; all with mini bar, air conditioning, private bathroom, satellite TV, central video, telephone, hot and cold water.

Los Jazmines Hotel ***
Road to Viñales Km. 23 Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6205 / 48 79 6411
Email: reservas@vinales.tur.cu
nurisol@vinales.tur.cu
Attractions: Near are cultural places: Art Gallery, House of the Trova and Culture, Habano House, Tobacco Factory and Guayabita del Pinar Factory.

Los Jazmines Hotel ***
Road to Viñales Km. 23 Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6205 / 48 79 6411
Email: reservas@vinales.tur.cu
nurisol@vinales.tur.cu
Attractions: Near are cultural places: Art Gallery, House of the Trova and Culture, Habano House, Tobacco Factory and Guayabita del Pinar Factory.

There are two restaurants (buffet restaurant and Italian cuisine), four bars, swimming pool, party room, lounge for events, shop, international pharmacy, nursing service, safe, parking, car rental and sales agency.
Attractions: A good place to enjoy the life of the city, the plays of the Milanés Theater, evenings at Rumayor restaurant and other cultural sites.

Los Jazmines Hotel ***
Road to Viñales Km. 23 Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6205 / 48 79 6411
Email: reservas@vinales.tur.cu
nurisol@vinales.tur.cu
Attractions: Near are cultural places: Art Gallery, House of the Trova and Culture, Habano House, Tobacco Factory and Guayabita del Pinar Factory.

Los Jazmines Hotel ***
Road to Viñales Km. 23 Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6205 / 48 79 6411
Email: reservas@vinales.tur.cu
nurisol@vinales.tur.cu
Attractions: Near are cultural places: Art Gallery, House of the Trova and Culture, Habano House, Tobacco Factory and Guayabita del Pinar Factory.

There are two restaurants (buffet restaurant and Italian cuisine), four bars, swimming pool, party room, lounge for events, shop, international pharmacy, nursing service, safe, parking, car rental and sales agency.
Attractions: A good place to enjoy the life of the city, the plays of the Milanés Theater, evenings at Rumayor restaurant and other cultural sites.

Los Jazmines Hotel ***
Road to Viñales Km. 23 Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6205 / 48 79 6411
Email: reservas@vinales.tur.cu
nurisol@vinales.tur.cu
Attractions: Near are cultural places: Art Gallery, House of the Trova and Culture, Habano House, Tobacco Factory and Guayabita del Pinar Factory.

There are two restaurants (buffet restaurant and Italian cuisine), four bars, swimming pool, party room, lounge for events, shop, international pharmacy, nursing service, safe, parking, car rental and sales agency.
Attractions: A good place to enjoy the life of the city, the plays of the Milanés Theater, evenings at Rumayor restaurant and other cultural sites.
LODGING

La Ermita Hotel ***
Road to La Ermita, Km.1 1/2, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6071/ 48 796069 and 48 79 6411
Email: reserva@vinales.tur.cu, pedro@ermita.tur.cu
Services: 62 rooms; 12 tropical and 50 standard, with mini bar, air conditioning, private bathroom, satellite TV, hot and cold water. There is a snack bar, swimming pool, grill, restaurant with bar, shop, safety box, massages, infirmary, parking lot, Internet and WIFI service, tour sale desk, sports activities on tennis and soccer courts, entertainment with Afro-Cuban shows, salsa lessons and national cocktail lessons.
Attractions: Walking tour to Cueva del Indio (Indian Cave), Finca (Farm) San Vicente and to local communities.

Magnolias House
Road to Puerto Esperanza Km. 33, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 796201
Three air-conditioned double rooms, kitchen, satellite TV, independent bathrooms, hot and cold water, mini-bar, telephone. The client is entitled to all the services of the Rancho San Vicente hotel.

Rancho San Vicente Hotel ***
Road to Puerto Esperanza Km. 33, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6201/ 48 796411
Email: reserva@vinales.tur.cu, martica@vinalesrancho.tur.cu
Services: 54 air-conditioned rooms cabins and 22 air-conditioned rooms, satellite TV, mini bar, hot and cold water. There are 2 snack bar, 2 swimming pools, grill, 2 restaurants, shop, safe, infirmary, parking, Internet service and WiFi, nature tour desk. Well known for its healing waters, it is distinguished by massage services, mud therapy, physical therapy and medicinal mineral baths.
Attractions: Walking tour to Cueva del Indio (Indian Cave), Finca (Farm) San Vicente and to local communities.

Peasant House and Bohíos (Cottages) in Finca San Vicente (San Vicente Farm)
Road to Puerto Esperanza Km. 35, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 796110
House with two comfortable rooms, sunset, coasting the Island, fishing, snorkeling in the coral barrier, tours to Mil Cumbres and Viñales. Diving: 23 dive sites. International Certification: SSI (Scuba International School) Recommended diving points: La cadena
misteriosa (The Mysterious Chain), La poza de los tiburones (La Poza Shark), El infierno (The Hell), among others.

**Dos Hermanas Camping**
Road to El Moncada Km. 3, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 793223/79-6167
Email: doshermanas@pri.campisopular.cu.
Services: 54 rooms; 10 rooms for international tourism, restaurant, cafeteria, grill, pool, music and recreation area, games room, pool table, children’s playground, nursing service, TV, mini-bar.
Attractions: It is located in the heart of the Viñales Valley, is surrounded by “mogotes” and is a few meters from the Prehistoric Mural. From here you can visit the archaeological museum with prehistoric fossils found in the area. The client has the possibility of renting tents and make guided visits to places of historical-cultural interest.

**Aguas Claras Villa **
Road to Viñales Km. 7 1/2, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 8427.
Email: aguasclaras@enet.cu.
Services: 50 double air-conditioned rooms, indoor bathroom, hot and cold water, restaurant, bar, swimming pool, infirmary, party room, value security service, parking, WiFi. Horseback rides, horseback riding with picnics, river bathing and traditional dinners in a rural ranchón.
Attractions: Very quiet and beautiful country landscape. It is the ideal and starting place of the Vueltabajo tourist route; from here you can visit places such as Viñales and Cayo Levisa.

**Finca (Farm) La Guabina**
Luis Lazo km 9, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 757616
Email: ecoturpr@enet.cu.
Services: It is located 13 kilometers from the city of Pinar del Río. It is a two floor house with four large air-conditioned rooms, bathrooms with hot water and panoramic view through large windows.
Attractions: You can enjoy rodeos, breed horse show, dragging a bullock by its tail, wild bull riding, horseback riding, cars or boats rides among other traditional activities in a natural environment, quiet and natural landscape. The area covers an extension of 6.87 km², with a hydraulic potential of 180 million m³ of regulated surface water and 24 m³ of groundwater.
Attractios: A quiet place with a natural landscape. The area covers an extension of 6.87 km², with a hydraulic potential of 180 million m³ of regulated surface water and 24 m³ of groundwater.

Mil Cumbres Mountain House
San Juan de Sagua community, La Palma, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 732890
Email: ecoturpr@enet.cu.

Services: Three double rooms, 1 room for 4 persons and “albergue” for 50, electricity, shared and private bathroom, hot water and restaurant service.

Attractions: it is located in the middle of a rich endemic flora -orchids and cork palm-, 135 bird species, of which 22 are endemic. Fifty six (56) recognized caves and the Canilla stream that crosses it. Here you can enjoy specialized nature tourism options such as trekking, mountain biking, horseback riding and agritourism.

LODGING NEAR THE PROVINCE OF PINAR DEL RÍO

Moka Hotel ***
Las Terrazas community, Candelaria, Pinar del Río. Tph: (53) 48 578600
Fax: (53) 48 578605.
Email: alojamiento@hotelterraz.co.cu

Soroa Villa* *
Road to Soroa, km 8, Candelaria, Pinar del Río. Tph: (53) 48 52 3534 / 48 523512/ 48 52 3556. Fax: (53) 48 523861 Email: comercial@hvs.co.cu
Guanahacabibes Península, Sandino, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 778131/ 48 77 3067
Fax: (53) 48 77 8077
Email: comercial@mlagorda.co.cu.
Services: 103 air-conditioned rooms, mini bar, private bathroom, hot and cold water, satellite TV and safe. There are two restaurants, bar, swimming pool, parking, shop, infirmary, animation, nautical activities, diving boats with equipment and diving staff with knowledge of foreign languages. Attractions: There are the best natural settings in the entire province. You can find here numerous species of coral, such as the largest colony of Black Coral in the Cuban waters. Ideal place for beginners and experienced divers. The sea bottom in María la Gorda has the most clear and colorful contrasts for the practice of the underwater photography. The transparency of the water allows a visibility of 30 m of longitudinal distance in depths of 30 meters. The marine platform is very thin and ends very close from the coast with depths between 200m and 1000m. Water temperatures average is 28 degrees Celsius.
Tph: (53) 48 52 534/ 48 52 3512/48 523556,
Fax: (53 48) 52 3861
Email: comercial@hvs.co.cu.
WHERE TO EAT

Prehistoric Mural Restaurant
Category: Third Class Restaurant (2 forks)
Creole cuisine. Dish of the house: Roast pork “Viñales”, Cocktail: Muralito
Capacity: 320 seats
Address: Km. 2 Road to El Moncada. Dos Hermanas Valley, Viñales Pinar del Río,
Tph: (53) 48 796260.
Hours: 10:00 am / 5:00 pm.

San Vicente Farm Restaurant
Category: Second Class Restaurant (3 forks)
Address: Km. 36 Road to Puerto Esperanza, San Vicente Valley, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 796110.
Hours: 10:00 am / 5:00 pm.

Palenque of the Cimarrones cave Restaurant
Category: Third Class Restaurant (2 forks)
Afro-cuban cuisine. Dish of the house: A lo cimarrón mixed rice. Cocktail: Oshún
Address: Km. 34 Road to Puerto Esperanza, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 796290.
Hours: 10:00 am / 5:00 pm.

Indian Cave Restaurant
Address: Km. 36 Road to Puerto Esperanza, San Vicente Valley Viñales, Pinar del Río, Tel: (53) 48 79 6280.
Hours: 10:00 am / 5:00 pm.

Don Tomás´s House restaurant
Category: Second Class Restaurant (3 forks)
Regional cuisine: Dish of the house: Delicias de Don Tomás (Delights of Don Tomás). Cocktail: Trapiche
Capacity: 80 seats.
Address: Salvador Cisneros street No. 140, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 796080.
Hours: 10:00 am -11:00 pm.

Casa del Veguero restaurant
Cuban and international food.
Address: Road to Viñales Km. 25, Pinar del Río. Tph: (53) 48 796060.

El Jurásico restaurant
Cuban and international food.
Address: Km. 2 Road to El Moncada. Dos Hermanas Valley, Viñales, Pinar del Río,
Tph: (53) 48 796167 /48 793223.
Hours: 10:00 am / 9:00 pm.

El Estanco restaurant
Light Food
Address: Road to Puerto Esperanza Km. 27, Viñales, Pinar del Río.

Rumayor restaurant
Options: First level artistic shows
Address: Km. 1 Road to Viñales, Pinar del Río. Tph: (53) 48 76 3002/48 76 3051.
Hours: 11:00 am / 11: 00 pm.

La Casona Tavern
Creole cuisine
Capacity: 80 seats.
Address: Martí street, Pinar del Río.
Hours: 11:00 am / 11:00 pm.
**Jutías cay restaurant**
Seafood Cuisine  
Capacity: 80 seats.  
Address: St. Lucia, Minas de Matahambre, Pinar del Río.  
Hours: 9:00 am / 6:00 pm.

**Las Barrigonas restaurant**
Specialty: A las Barrigonas Hamburger. Chef’s suggestion: guarapo (sugar cane juice), natural orange juice.  
Capacity: 80 seats.  
Address: National highway to Pinar del Río, Km 122. Tph: (53) 48 77 8623.  
Tph: (53) 48 77 8623.  
Open 24 hours.

**Dulcinea La Rampa cafeteria**
Address: Salvador Cisneros street No. 98, Viñales, Pinar del Río.  
Tph: (53) 48 79 6300.  
Hours: 7:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

**Doñaneli cafeteria:**
Bakery – Candy Shop. Restaurant with Italian cuisine, sale of fine sweets and cake (service on request)  
Gerardo Medina street No. 26 e / Martí y Máximo Gómez, Pinar del Río.  
Tph: (53) 48 77 8037.  
Open 24 hours.

**Las Cubanitas Coffe Shop**
Light Food  
Address: Rafael Trejo and Adela Azcuy corner, Viñales, Pinar del Río.  
Tph: (53) 48 79 6384.

**Coffee Center**
Ice creams and confiture  
Address: Martí No. 65 and / Isabel Rubio y Colón, Pinar del Río.

**El cantinerito cafeteria**
Cultural area, Wedding and Birthdays celebrations  
Address: Martí street No. 18, Pinar del Río  
Tph: (53) 48 77 8367
STORES

Specialized in tobacco, rum and coffee

Tobacco store
Antonio Maceo street No. 157 e / Abraham Lincoln and Antonio Tarafa, specifically within the Factory Tobacco Francisco Donatién Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 8122.

- Cigars on Sale: The most well-known Cuban Cigar Brands; Sale of Cigar accessories, posters, T-shirts, caps and other cigar accessories.

Cigar House
Maceo street No. 162, e / Rafael Morales y Luz Zaldívar, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 2244.

- SCigars on Sale, Sale of Cigar accessories, Sale of Cigar clothing and Image Cuba Clothing, handicrafts, souvenirs, posters, T-shirts, caps.
- Light gastronomic and bar service: You can enjoy national and local drinks: Havana Club, Santiago de Cuba, Cubay, Legendario, Santero, Mulata, Guayabita del Pinar.
- Cigar Rollers Show: You can get to know more about the process of making Havana Cigars.

Vueltabajo
Martí No. 31, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 7261.

Los vegueros
Salvador Cisneros No. 57 e / Ceferino Fernández and Joaquín Pérez, Viñales.
Tel: (53) 48 796070

La Guayabita
Recreo street No. 189, e / Ceferino Fernández and Frank País, at the Guayabita del Pinar Factory, Pinar del Río
Tph: (53) 48 77 8130

Markets

Trade
Martí street, e / Rafael Morales and Ormani Arenado, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 773022.

La Cueva
Maximí Gómez e / Recreo and Vélez Cabiedes, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 3002.

La Conchita
San Juan Isidro de Armascorner Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 75 0171.

Viñales main Square
Salvador Cisneros No.56, corner to Ceferino Fernández, Viñales.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6358.

La barca
13 de marzo. Puerto Esperanza,
Tph: (53) 48 79 3876.

Hotels ’s store

Los Jazmines
km 23 Road to Viñales.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6394.

La Ermita
Km 1 1/2, Road to La Ermita, Viñales.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6394.

Levisa cay
Palma Rubia, La Palma.
Tph: (53) 48 75 6501 ext. 226.

Rancho San Vicente
Road to Puerto Esperanza km 33, Viñales.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6201.

Pinar del Río
Martí the end, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 1451.

Mirador de San Diego Hotel
23 final, San Diego de los Baños, Los Palacios.
Tph: (53) 48 55 8832.
Tiendas hoteleras
I Mixed stores

Liquor store- Bonbon store
Maceo street, No.151, corner to Antonio Tarafa, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 8002.

• Main products that are offered: Bonbon, rum, liquors, and other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks, and you can complement all this with confitures, coffee in cases, honeys. There is also a perfumery.

El Pétalo
Perfumery
Maceo, No.151, corner to Antonio Tarafa, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 77 8002.

El Caney
Km. 120 of the National highway, Consolación del Sur.
Tph: (53) 48 77 7339

Mural of Prehistory
Km 4 Road to Pons, Dos Hermanas Valley, Viñales
Tph: (53) 48 79 6402.

Boca del Río
Road to Puerto Esperanza Km. 37, Indian’s cave, Viñales

La Cubanita
Salvador Cisneros No. 63 B, Viñales.
Tph: (53) 48 79 6264.

La Orquídea
Sport Shop
Gerardo Medina e /. José Martí and Máximo Gómez, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53 48) 72 8663.

La Deportiva
Exclusive Adidas Supplier
Martí No. 5, e / Gerardo Medina and Isabel Rubio, Pinar del Río.
Tph: (53) 48 75 0169.
La Aurora
Martí street No.57 and / Rafael Morales and Ormani Arenado, Pinar del Río.  
Tph: (53) 48 75 7649.

La única
Gerardo Medina No.56, e / Isabel Rubio e Isidro de Armas, Pinar del Río.  
Tph: (53) 48 77 8107.

Las Maravillas
Km 26, road to Puerto Esperanza

Viñales
Viñales Square. Tph: (53) 48 79 6090

La Colosal art shop
Martí No. 5 / Gerardo Medina and Isabel Rubio.  
Tph: (53) 48 72 8102.
HEALTH

Clincs

**International Clinic and Rehabilitation**

**International Clinic and Rehabilitation**
Provincial Surgical Clinical Hospital Abel Santamaría Cuadrado, Central road km 3 1/2, Hermanos Cruz, Pinar del Río.

Health Resorts

**San Diego de Los Baños**
Road 23, corner 40, Los Palacios, Pinar del Río. services, Thermalism with mineral-medicinal waters (2.05-2.20g / L. sulphurated, sulphated, calcium, magnesian, fluorinated 30-40 degrees Celsius), Rehabilitation, therapeutic massage and medical consultation
Tph: [53] 48 54 8880/ 48 54 8881.

**Rancho San Vicente Hotel Spa**
Therapeutic massages, mud therapy, medicinal mineral water baths

**International Pharmacies**

**Pinar del Río Hotel**
Martí final street.
Tph: [53] 48 75 0117

**Miramar Optics**
Martí e / Isabel Rubio y Colón streets, Pinar del Río.
Tph: [53] 48 77 8413.

**Los Jazmines Hotel**
Road to Viñales Km. 23 Viñales,
Tph: [53] 48 79 6123

**Viñales**
Salvador Cisneros street No. 89, Viñales, Pinar del Río.
Tph: [53] 48 79 6251

**International Diving Center**
**María la Gorda**
Sandino, Guanahacabibes Peninsula
Tph: [53] 48 44 1135/ 48 75 0123.
**BANKS**

**International Financial Bank BFI**  
Gerardo Medina street No 46, Pinar del Río  
Tph: [53] 48 77 8213

**Credit and Commerce Bank**  
ATM Martí street No 11, Pinar del Río  
Tph: [53] 48 75 3798

**People’s Savings Bank**  
ATM Martí street No 113, Pinar del Río  
Tph: [53] 48 75 2253

**Credit and Commerce Bank**  
ATM Salvador Cisneros street No. 58, Viñales, Pinar del Río  
Tph: [53] 48 79 3130

**Credit and Commerce Bank**  
ATM Martí street No 12, Pinar del Río  
Tph: [53] 48755670

**Popular Savings Bank**  
ATM Alameda street No 66, e / Méndez Capote and West, Pinar del Río  
Tph:[53] 48 75 4220

**Credit and Commerce Bank**  
ATM  
Route 11 corner E, Sandino, Pinar del Río

**People’s Savings Bank**  
Building 12 plantas ATM Maceo corner to Rafael Ferro, Pinar del Río.

**Cards of credit**  
Financial operations are carried out in Euros, Canadian dollars, Sterling pounds and Swiss francs. Travelers checks are accepted, as well as VISA, MASTERCARD, TRANSCARD, CABAL and AMIGO TRAVEL credit cards, as long as they are not issued by financial houses based in the United States of America or by subsidiaries or branch offices of its banks established in any other country.

---

**THE COIN**

In Cuba, the official coin is the Cuban Pesos. In the touristic places prices are in convertible Cuban Pesos (CUC). The change money is possible in airport, hotels, banks and offices money change (CADECA S.A.)

**BILLETES OF CONVERTIBLE CUBAN PESOS:**

1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 CUC

**BILLETES OF NATIONAL CUBAN MONEY:**

1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 PESOS MN
To call from Pinar del Río:

119 + 53 (Cuba code) + area code + desired telephone number. Upon arrival in the country you can hire the services of Cubacel; You can rent a phone or bring your own and activate it.

To call to Pinar del Río from outside:

- To call Pinar del Río from abroad:
  - To a landline: Country exit code (00 (international exit code)) + 53 (Cuba code) + Pinar del Río code (48) + Desired telephone number.
  
  - To a mobile phone: Country exit code (00 (International exit code)) + 53 (Cuba Code) + Desired mobile number.

Internet access and nauta:
The Cuba’s public internet service is offered through Nauta access accounts, or with the use of prepaid cards; you can also use the public internet service at navigation rooms and at public places with wireless connection (Wi-Fi) throughout the province.

To connect to Internet, it is necessary to buy a permanent or temporary Nauta access account, available at any ETECSA commercial unit.

Internet access is offered in hotels and in main tourist facilities. You can find WiFi access in highly frequented public areas.

Multiservice
Telecommunications Centers, Viñales

Pinar del Río telepoint
Gerardo Medina corner to Juan Gualberto Gómez No.137
Tph: [53] 48 75 4051/ 48 75 1350.

Alameda Minipoint
Alameda road between march 13 and 6th.

Hermanos Cruz multi service Center
5th corner B, Rpto. Hermanos Cruz

Viñales multi service Center
Ceferino Fernández No. 3 Viñales

For more information call to 118.

INTERNATIONAL
MAIL SERVICES

Cubanacan Express
Martí corner to Rosario, Pinar del Río.

Tele Mail
Martí No. 49 corner to Recreo, Pinar del Río. Tel: [53 48] 75 5916

USEFUL TELEPHONES

ETECSA also offers easy-dial telephones numbers in case of emergencies:

Medical services
Tph: [53] 48 75 7606

Medical emergency
Tph: [53] 48 76 2317

Firefighters: 105
PNR (Police): 106.
CUSTOMS REGULATIONS

AT THE ENTRANCE

Do not bring with you or as part of your baggage:

- Drugs and narcotics.
- Psychotropic or hallucinogenic substances.
- Precursor substances.
- Explosives.
- Blood products.
- Literature, articles and obscene objects or pornographic or that attempt against the general interests of the nation.

Besides, it is not allowed:

- Light motor vehicles (cars, motorcycles and combustion engine bicycles).
- Engine and chassis of cars and motorcycles (frames).
- Products of animal origin (cattle, pigs, sheep, goats and all species of ungulates) which can be disease carriers.
- See official information of the Institute of Veterinary Medicine.

AT THE EXIT

Do not carry or in your luggage that accompanies it:

- Drugs and narcotic substances psychotropic or hallucinogenic.
- Precursor substances.
- Explosives.
- Blood products.
- Literature, articles and obscene objects or pornographic or that attempt against the general interests of the nation.

Export is not allowed of the following items and products:

- Declared cultural property part of the Cultural Patrimony of the Nation
- Handwritten, incunabula books (edited between 1440 and 1500).
- Books and brochures that have stamps of libraries of the National System of Public and Organism Libraries and Cuban institutions, as well as books cubans of editions "R".
- Books, brochures and serials printed foreign the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries and Cubans published in the 18th century.
- Lobster, in any amount and form of presentation.

Contact Us

Email: publico@agr.duana.cu
Web: www.aduana.co.cu.
Tph: (53) 7 7855 5466 to 71 ext. 227 (53) 7 7881 9732.
Suggestions to the visitor

If you want to get to know Pinar del Río, we would like to share with you these suggestions:

We recommend you to visit: Gran Caverna de Santo Tomás (Great Cavern of Santo Tomás), the Path from Hell to Paradise and the Viñales Canopy Tour; nautical activities in Cayo Jutías and we recommend you to travel through the Tabacco Route, one of the best cultural experience in Pinar del Río.

Get information on places you intend to visit: It is recommended that you make a brief investigation about the weather conditions, access points, level of difficulty, and types of flora and fauna.

Travel light: We recommend you to bring a backpack with useful and essential accessories needed to practice nature tourism. Do not forget your hat, sunglasses, bottled water, lamps, map of your destination, disinfectant towels, sunblock and insect repellent.

Wear light clothing and shoes: It is recommended to wear loose and long pants and appropriate hiking footwear.

Recommendations for health: Keep Yourself Hydrated! Adequate hydration is needed.

It is essential to enjoy in an intelligent, responsible and sustainable way: Do not leave waste in nature, use local guides with formal services, do not take plants or endangered animal species with you as travel memories.
PINAR DEL RÍO
www.pinardelrio.travel
Hotel Vueltabajo. Martí # 103 esq. Rafael Morales, Pinar del Río. Tel.: (53) 48 72 8616.
Viñales. Calle Salvador Cisneros. Viñales. Tel.: (53) 48 796263
Las Barrigonas. km. 120 Autopista Nacional, Consolidación del Sur. Tel.: (53) 48 77 8027

LA HABANA
www lahavana.travel
Habana Vieja. Obispo # 524 e/ Bernaza y Villegas. Tel.: (53) 7 866 3333.
Terminal de Cruceros. Avenida del Puerto
Plaza. Hotel Habana Libre, Vedado Tel.: (53) 7 832 9288.
Playa. Ave. 5ta y 112, Miramar. Tel.: (53) 7 204 7036.
Playas del Este.
Guánabo, Ave 5ta e/ 468 y 470 Tel.: (53) 7 796 6868.
Santa María, Ave. Las Terrazas y calle 10. Tel.: (53) 7 796 1111
Aeropuerto Internacional "Jose Martí" Tel.: (53) 7 642 6101. Terminal 2 y 3.
Expocuba. Pabellón de Turismo Tel.: (53) 7 697 4396 / 697 4397

MATANZAS
www.varadero.travel
Varadero. Ave. 1ra y calle 13. Tel.: (53) 45 66 2961 / 66 2966.
Plaza América.
Aeropuerto Internacional “Juan G. Gómez”.
Tel.: (53) 45 24 7015 ext. 2564
Península de Zapata. Boca de Guaná

CIENFUEGOS
www.cienfuegos.travel
Delegación del MINTUR. Calle 37 / 14 y 16. Tel.: (53) 43 55 1631 ext. 106
Buró San Carlos. Ave. 56 entre 33 y 31. Tel.: (53) 43 51 4653
Boulevard. Calle 54 e/ 29 y 21
Viazul Calle 49 e/ 56 Y 58
Portales de la Casa del Fundador Calle 29 esq. Ave 54
Aeropuerto Internacional “Jaime Carretera a Caonao Km 3.

SANCTI SPÍRITUS
www.trinidaddecuba.travel
Trinidad. Gustavo Izquierdo (Gloria) e/ Prio Ginart (Boca) y Simón Bolívar (Desengaño). Tel.: (53) 41 99 82 58.

VILLA CLARA
www.villaclaratravel.net
Santa Clara. Calle Cuba #66 /Candelaria y San Cristóbal. Tel.: (53) 42 20 1352 / 22 7557
Aeropuerto Internacional "Abel Santamaría" Carretera a Maleza km 11 Sta Clara. Llegada Tel.: (53) 42 21 0386 Salida Tel.: (53) 42 21 0361

CIEGO DE ÁVILA
www.jardinesdelrey.travel
Ciego. Honorable del Castillo, Edificio 12 Plantos Tel.: (53) 33 20 9109.
Centro Comercial "La Gaviota". Cayo Coco. Jardines del Rey. Tel.: (53) 33 30 1001
Aeropuerto Internacional "Jardines del Rey". Cayo Coco. Tel.: (53) 33 30 9109
CAMAGÜEY
www.camaguey.travel
Bulevar. Ignacio Agramonte, Galería
e/ los cines Encanto y Casa Blanca
Tel.: (53 32) 25 6794
Aeropuerto Internacional “Ignacio Agramonte”.
Ave. Finlay Km 7 ½.
Tel.: (53 32) 26 5807 / 26 5805

GRANMA
www.granma.travel
Bayamo. Plaza del Himno,
e/ José Joaquín Palma y Padre Batista.
Tel.: (53 23) 423468
Manzanillo. Calle Maceo, # 75
e/ Merchán y José Miguel Gómez,
Teléfono: (53 23) 57 4412
Aeropuerto Internacional “Sierra Maestra”.
Tel.: (53 23) 57 4434

LAS TUNAS
www.tunas.travel
Parque Vicente García.
Francisco Varona 298
Tel.: (53 31) 37 2717 / 37 1512
Ranchón La Rotonda.
Circunvalación Sur. Salida a Holguín.
Tel.: (53 31) 37 4600

SANTIAGO DE CUBA
www.santiagodecuba.travel
Parque Céspedes. Agüilera
esq. Félix Peña (Santo Tomás).
No. 562
Tel.: (53 22) 68 6068.
VIAZUL Terminal de Trenes.
Avenida Martí y la Alameda
Aeropuerto Internacional “Antonio Maceo”.
Tel.: (53 22) 69 2099/69 8864.

HOLGUÍN
www.holguín.travel
Pico Cristal. Calle Libertad.
esq. Martí 2da Planta. Edificio
Pico Cristal,
Tel.: (53 24) 42 5013.
Guardalavaca. Lobby de la
Sección Bungalow del Hotel
Club Amigo Atlántico.
Aeropuerto Internacional
“Frank País”. Carretera
Central Vía Bayamo Km. 11 ½.
Tel.: (53 24) 47 2026

GUANTÁNAMO
www.baracoa.travel
Guantánamo.
Calle Calixto García
e/ Flor Crombet y Emilio Giró.
Tel.: (53 21) 35 1993
Baracoa. Calle Maceo #129
A/entre Frank País y Maraví.
Tel.: (53 21) 64 1781 / 82
With offices in all the provinces of the country, Infotur puts at your disposal updated tourist information about Cuba.

National Tourist Information Office

Calle 28 No. 303 e/ 3ra. and 5ta. Ave.
Miramar, Playa, La Habana, Cuba
Tel. (537) 204 0624 | 204 6635
E-mail: infotur@infotur.tur.cu

Services we provide

Free print and digital media that will help you choose the best offers for your enjoyment.

Sales of maps, thematic guides, among other services.

www.infotur.cu | www.cuba.travel
www.cubamaps.travel
CUBA, A UNIQUE DESTINY TO BE DISCOVERED
CHEER UP TO LIVE THE EXPERIENCE

www.cubatravel.cu / #CubaTravel